AAIB Bulletin: 6/2019

N1581D

EW/G2019/01/01

ACCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration:

Cessna 195, N1581D

No & Type of Engines:

1 Jacobs R-755S piston engine

Year of Manufacture:

1952

Date & Time (UTC):

3 January 2019 at 1317 hrs

Location:

Colestocks, East Devon

Type of Flight:

Private

Persons on Board:

Crew - 1

Passengers - None

Injuries:

Crew - None

Passengers - N/A

Nature of Damage:

Propeller, fuselage and cockpit glazing
damaged

Commander’s Licence:

Private Pilot’s Licence

Commander’s Age:

47 years

Commander’s Flying Experience:

534 hours (of which 1 were on type)
Last 90 days - 2 hours
Last 28 days - 2 hours

Information Source:

Aircraft Accident Report Form submitted by the
pilot

The aircraft was being flown from Dunkeswell Airfield to Branscombe Airfield in Devon in
good weather with the wind calm, CAVOK and QNH 1004 hPa. Shortly after departure,
the engine began to lose power from which it recovered briefly before suffering a total
power loss at a position where turning back to the airfield was not an option. The pilot flew
towards the lower ground to the west and checked the mixture, throttle and fuel pumps. He
moved the fuel tank selector to the left, right and then both tanks in turn and recycled both
magnetos, all to no effect. He made an approach to a large field, touching down briefly on
the soft ground before allowing the aircraft to fly down the gentle slope and touch down
again on a gentle upslope. The wheels began to dig in and, on crossing some slightly firmer
ground, the pilot thought that the tail was lowering normally. However, the wheels dug in
heavily and the aircraft nosed over onto its back. The pilot was uninjured and able to exit
the aircraft through the normal door. No cause for the engine problem was identified. The
aircraft is shown at Figure 1.
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Figure 1
Cessna 195, N1581D with tail wheel configuration
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